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Actuarial Studies

Insight Actuarial Studies
The needs of pricing and valuation requires the most accurate and up-to-date actuarial
assumptions relating to mortality, morbidity, lapse, loss ratios and IBNR. The actuarial modules
in Insight Enterprise provides this and more. Built on data warehouse architecture, it allows
actuarial analysis to be performed at an unparalleled depth enabling users to slice and dice the
experience data and build study reports on demand. The Insight Enterprise also integrates
seamlessly with predictive analytics.
Most other actuarial study systems have limitations around the flexibility of the study. Results
are usually available only at certain pre-determined level of aggregation due to the sheer volume
of data. The study parameters are usually embedded in the design of the study, requiring the
system to be processed multiples of times to change the study period or to add parameters.
The Insight actuarial modules remove such limitations by producing studies at the lowest level
from individual coverage and claim records. Our underlying dimensional data model allows
studies to be performed over a full range of risk factors and any attributes available, not just a
pre-determined subset. This is achieved using data warehouse technologies and embedding our
unique temporal model to manage time and track state transitions of coverages and claims.
The end result is a system which delivers actuarial study results that are accurate and verifiable,
giving users the ability to work interactively with the data and then build a wide variety of
reports and analyses quickly.

Decrement Study features:
Seriatim exposure, initial or central, annual or monthly
User defined termination reasons, claim causes or
transitions
A/E, standard deviation, confidence intervals, credibility
Mortality, Lapse and Critical Illness studies for Life,
Annuities and Critical Illness business
-

Calendar or policy year study periods
Calendar year rate improvement factors
Joint life first or last to die
IBNR adjusted
Weights by count, benefit, premium and NAR

Incidence, Termination, Utilization and Transition
Studies for Disability and Long Term Care business

IBNR and Incurred Claim Study features:
For Group, Healthcare and P&C business
Run-off triangles for paid and reported IBNR estimates
Chain-ladder, frequency severity, loss ratio, pure premium and hybrid
methods
Diagnostics include
link ratios, paid
claim and case
reserve averages,
loss ratios, pure
premium
Loss Ratio and Pure Premium studies using final IBNR estimates
including A/E

Expected Table Management
Any number of expected tables, whether industry or user defined, can be loaded into the
Insight actuarial studies. The expected rates are applied at the study event level and are
available at the user interface level for analysis. New table can be loaded through the
system with relative ease. The risk factors are user
defined so that not only gender, smoker,
occupation class, or waiting period may be
included, but other variables as well. Claim
termination, utilization and transition expected
rate tables include both monthly and annual rates.

Interface
With Insight Enterprise, you will work with tools that you
know – Excel and an optional web browser.
It's that simple, little training is required to use the tools.
The Insight Excel add-in includes an easy to use wizard to
help users manage and build reports. You will spend your
time analyzing and reporting on your experience, not
thinking of how to analyze and report on them.

Predictive Analytics
Easily create your own expected tables using
Power BI. Insight has developed Power BI
visuals to allow generalized linear models
and Whittaker Henderson graduation to be
applied directly to the Insight Enterprise
without the need for coding. Alternatively,
develop your own R code using Power BI R
Visuals or R Studio.

Load Controller
The Insight Load Controller is a front-end tool to enable users to execute various jobs
to load data into the Insight actuarial studies. This is an intuitive and easy tool to use
to manage data loads, allowing the business user to run and manage loads, freeing up
IT resources.

Study Modules
The Insight experience studies are organized into 3 distinct modules that form part of the
Insight Enterprise system.
These include:
Policy Studies – for mortality, lapse/withdrawal, and critical illness studies
Claim Studies – for claim incidence and termination studies, as well as transition and
utilization studies
Paid & Reported Claim Studies – chain-ladder, loss ratio and hybrid claim development,
unitized IBNR, and loss ratio studies

Insight Enterprise System
The Insight experience studies are part of a flexible, modular analytical system - Insight
Enterprise, built on data warehouse technologies. It can be implemented as an enterprise
solution including operational reporting and financial management, or more locally as a
stand-alone actuarial system. The system includes full set of audits; tracking data through
the system, integrity, job execution and error reporting.
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